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I completed my Fine arts education in 2008 by scoring my masters from Indian 

university. Working as an art educator has allowed me to offer visual art training to 
youngsters and also sponsor my art expressions efficiently. I work with mostly oil 
and acrylic mediums on figurative art styles. Having realized the wealth of ancient 

Indian Vedanta and philosophies, I create art that depicts appreciation for our 
ancient history and culture. The vedantic philosophy and rituals guide mankind to 

become one with the universe. Through my art, I intend to display the message of 
peace, inner joy, power of silence, unison and harmony of the mind, body and soul. 

 
I represent art actively at National and International platforms. I paint figurative art 
that conveys spiritual realms and cultural significance of human society. My art is 

very much inspired by the rich Indian heritage of Vedanta and science of human 
consciousness. Art must create healing and positive aspirations for this ecosystem 

and mankind. The world needs people with powerful consciousness; people with 
caring & kind attitudes and lives should be devoted / invested in discovering these 

powers already existing within ourselves. 
 
My art enchants the silence within and displays the science of self-discovery, 

spiritual wealth, universal energies and the ancient law of universe. The alignment 
between this infinite universe and mankind needs to initiate within us and it should 

continue to be nurtured within us with spiritual guidance, positive aspirations, 
ancient rituals and a strong longing for wisdom. 

 
I paint figures that are inspired from the Indian ancient yogic practices and 
observation of self-discovery. Communicating the ‘Dhyana’ state (state of 

meditation) and it’s joyous experiences is an experiential journey. It’s a process of 
alignment of self with the universe. 

 
Some of my pieces are as follows: 
1) Magic & Manifestations (series of 3 Pieces) ~ An Inward Vision 

2) Magic & Manifestations (series of 3 Pieces) ~ A Meditative Enchantment 
3) Magic & Manifestations (series of 5 Pieces) ~ The Cosmic Connection 
4) The Subconscious Quietude 

5) The divine presence 
6) The Creatrix~ Divine Mother 

7) The Silent Remonstration 

Website- https://wordpress.com/view/artvishwa.gallery 

Instagram- https://www.instagram.com/artvishwas_opus/ 
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Exhibitions So-far 

 2004 - Group Show with BHU Artist Sangh. 
 2005 - Nukkar Art Exhibition, Group show, At Nandlal Wasu Street Art Gallery 

(Patna). 

 2006 - Nandlal Wasu Art Gallery, Group Show, Patna (Bihar) 
 2007 - Nandlal Wasu Art Gallery, Group Show, Patna (Bihar) 

 2007 - Group show with Bihar’s renowned Artists At Takshila Art Gallery, Patna 
 2009-10 - Group Show Organized and sponsored  by Takshila Educational Society, 

At Pune 
 2012- Solo Exhibition of Paintings at Art 2 Day Gallery, Pune, Maharashtra. 
 2014- Tiranga, Solo Display, Pune Maharashtra India 

 2019- Mumbai Art Festival, A group shows at Nehru Centre Mumbai, Maharashtra, 
India 

 2029- International Online Art Exhibition, Jumbish, A group Show by Jumbish, 
Pune, Maharashtra, India 

 2020- India Art Festival, A group shows at Nehru Centre Gallery Mumbai 
Maharashtra, India 

 2020- 5th Paris Zervas Art Club, A symposium cum group show, Paris, France 

 
 

 
Warm Reagrds 

 
    Vishwajeet Kumar 
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